In thinking over the writings of some who Jiave dealt largely with the literature of the ancients the feeling thrusts itself very decidedly upon our notice, that the rough details of bygone time are invested occasionally (it is to be admitted somewhat unknowingly) with such importance and significance as to constitute them the very standard of truth against which there is no appeal. This is especially the case with the writings of Celsus and Hippocrates. The subject of leprosy, amongst others, which of late has occupied the attention of many literati, is illustrative of the point in view. Our position in regard to it is one of doubt and misunderstanding, because up to the present time we have been unable to fathom the significance of the data by which the ancients were guided, and, according to the ideas of pathology now in favour, dovetail our own with the facts of former date. Under these circumstances we have adopted 
